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Thank you to all the members
who came out to the AGM, it is
appreciated that you make the
effort to partake in our
elections, selecting the
members that will be leading

your club for the next one to
two years. We very closely did
not have a quorum, having 147
members in the club currently
and having only 39 members in
attendance, so thank you to the
members who came out to vote
even though they were unwell.
Welcome to all the new and
returning executive members.
We will have our first executive
meeting in a few short weeks,
and for any who are not aware
of the location of our (new)
meeting room in Beban house,
we have an area that club
members can reserve for
meetings just opposite the
Centennial building.

Congratulations to our New Directors
Voted in as our next Board of Directors:

Monthly meetings take place the
last Monday of the month at the
Social Centre in Beban Park.

Carol Toms
Lorna Craig
Sandra Millen
Sandi Malcolm
Sharon Medforth

Deadline for Newsletter is the
15th of the November!

Bob Scott
We know they will do a smashing job! Good Luck!
Want to tell us your story? Why not tell us about your star dog, past
and present. How about a breed highlight? Better yet, share a funny
story about your weirdest dog ever. For the Christmas issue let’s get
in to the spirit by taking pictures of our Merry Dogs! Send them to
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Raising Zena: Saving a Pup with
A Cleft Palate

YOUR EXECUTIVE

It was clear that something was wrong with one of the two toller
Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever) pups in my recent litter. They
were plump and lively, but the girl was chewing the nipple and
frequently changing. Close inspection confirmed my fears; she had a
cleft palate. It is a narrow, longitudinal split on the roof of the mouth
connecting the mouth to the nasal passage. With this condition pups
cannot suck on their dam, but sucking from a bottle is possible.
Usually pups with a cleft palate are euthanized which is necessary
if the cleft is wide or if no one is available night and day to look after
feeding the pup. There is a volunteer organization that has sprung
up (in New York) to care for cleft palate pups, but you may be able
to rope in some friends to assist you. Very good friends, since the
feeding schedule is much more rigorous that that required for a
human baby.

President Carole Ann Grayson

WORKING FOR YOU AND YOUR DOG

1st Vice President Doug Savory
2nd Vice President Maggie Henigman
Treasurer Linda Halliday
Secretary Sandra Wilson
Membership Chair Sabine Blackburn

Zena’s Puppy
Formula

Cleft palates occur in all dog breeds, with a higher incidence in
brachycephalic breeds. Carriers in these breeds can be up to
25%. In duck tollers the incidence of carriers is around 15%. Toller
breeders have been very active in donating money for genetic
research and this resulted in a great breakthrough last year. The
first gene that was discovered to produce cleft palate was found
in tollers (1). The good news was that this gene was a simple
recessive and a test was developed to detect carriers which is now
available through OFA, The bad news was that there are two different
genetic anomalies producing cleft palate in tollers (CP1 and CP2)
and the one the test covers is not found in any other dog breeds.
Nevertheless, this breakthrough was so huge, a two million dollar
grant was obtained for further research into dog genetic anomalies.
Zena’s sire and dam were tested for CP1 before being bred, but Zena
has the as yet unknown CP2 gene. To assist in further research,
blood samples from Zena, her brother Hunter, and both her sire and
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2 cups goats milk
2 egg yolks (whites and
yolk lining removed)
1 tablespoon mayonnaise
1 tablespoon high fat
yoghurt
1/2 tablespoon honey (or
corn syrup)
few drops of liquid
multivitamins or finely
ground pills (about 1/4
adult dose).

RAISING ZENA

dam were sent to the research lab at University of
California, Davis..to rope in some friends to assist
you. Very good friends, since the
My decision to try and save Zena was based on the
fact that her cleft was not particularly wide and
that I was now retired with the time to bottle feed.
An excellent internet article told me how to do it
(2).
If I had realized the extent of the sleep deprivation
after feeding every 2 hours for 3 weeks and then
every 3-4 hours for another 3 weeks, I might have
changed my mind. I did not account for the fact
that it takes quite a while to feed, as the pups have
to drink slowly or the milk regurgitates and
pneumonia might result. Also, you have to pat and
rub tummies so that they urinate and defecate,
measure and heat formula, clean bottles etc. Even
at my most efficient this took at least a half to
three quarters of an hour, leaving about an hour to
sleep in-between feedings.

I found I could not sleep during the day so
continued with my household routine. None of my
3 kids caused anything like the sleep deprivation
this puppy did, Unfortunately as a relative
newcomer to Nanaimo I did not have the support
network I needed for relief. I became rather
frustrated when she remained on the bottle longer
than expected. I knew she would have to skip the
soft food weaning stage as soft food could go up
the cleft. However, her brother had passed that
stage and was eating hard kibble for over a week
before I could get her to try any. Learning to drink
took an additional week and she had to remain
bottle supplemented to make sure she was
hydrated. I could not go around other dogs or dog
events until her first shot at 7 weeks as Zena’s
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maternal antibodies were non-existent, so I felt
rather isolated. However, like any mom, the bad
parts fade and in retrospect it all seem worthwhile.
Lots of others feel this way as well. There is now a
facebook page devoted to cleft palate pups that have
been hand reared (3).
I started out tube feeding but switched to the bottle
as it was better for larger quantities of food and there
is less chance for error. Getting an antibiotic would
normally require taking the newborn pup to the vet
and getting a prescription. I always keep a few
clavamox on hand for emergencies and a couple of
pills, properly diluted (2), were all I needed. I found
commercial milk replacement formula’s particularly
expensive, especially the liquid ones and although
the powder costs somewhat less it is pricy in the
quantities needed. I have in the past used home made
formulas as supplements and used a combination of
both. She seemed to prefer the taste of the
homemade formula. The essential ingredient, goat’s
milk, is available in larger supermarkets. This
formula works well for supplementing weak pups by
tube or bottle and when weaning, mixed with
softened kibble. Serve lukewarm.
Zena is now 3.5 months old, of normal size and full
of energy. She eats dry kibble topped by diced,
cooked meat that has a solid consistency (beef heart
and liver). What is her prognosis? The cleft may
change in size and become smaller or larger as she
grows depending on the growth of the individual
plates of the palate but it will not disappear. She is
potentially vulnerable to nasal infections, which
could lead to pneumonia. So far she has avoided any
infections. Some believe that she should be operated
on once she reaches her mature size. However, cleft
palate operations are a specialized procedure with a
relatively high failure rate. Others suggest that diet
management (hard foods only, no soft foods) will be
sufficient. I will wait and see if she is subject to
infection. As for Zena, she doesn’t think she is
handicapped She thinks she’s perfect. So do I.
For information about adopting Zena, please contact
me.
Sandra Millen, Saucydog Kennels (Reg’d)
http://saucydog0.tripod.com
millen@zoology.ubc.ca
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A Perfect Dog by Beth Hendry-Yim
I'm obsessed with dog agility, totally and completely. I feel
withdrawal symptoms if I don't get to play at least once a week in
the VanKlaveren classes. But being obsessed with agility doesn't
mean I'm good at it. Willie on the other hand is incredible, and
would be a perfect agility dog if it wasn't for his handler. Or so I'm
always telling myself.
Recently, we attended the Scallywags NADAQ agility trial in
Victoria. I registered Will and myself for two days of trials, totaling
five runs a day. I thought I was ready. I knew Willie was. I packed
up my tent, portopotty (don’t leave home without one when tenting),
giant air bed and blankets, stowed the camp stove, filled the cooler,
loaded the crates, toys and treats and headed off to what, I was
positive, would turn out to be a weekend with at least a 30% Q ratio.
The first run, we were on fire, hitting every contact, nailing every
jump and moving like a carefully choreographed dance team
(dramatic pause) until the very last hoop with the finish gate
attached. Instead of going thru, Will did the unexpected and veered
around it, stopped, looked at me with a Bambi-in-the-headlights look
and came back through…our first elimination. Second and third runs
produced the same results, while the fourth, whether from
frustration, sore feet or a menopausal mind fart, had me lost in the
middle of the ring desperately trying to read numbers on cones. Not
pretty!
Sunday's performance wasn't any better. I got lost again, Will missed
a tunnel….a tunnel for crying out loud! And once again went around
a couple of jumps. Though we got firsts in five of the combined days
runs, we got a 'q' on only one. 10% success ratio. What went wrong?
Better yet, what had I done wrong?
I spent the drive home, with Willie's head gently resting in my lap,
thinking about what went wrong, me not him. Stroking his velvety
ears, each run got a replay and in depth analysis. Did I miss a cross,
use the wrong hand gesture or turn my shoulder in the wrong
direction?
All of the above and a few more mistakes.
Losing never comes easy. And I am very quick to put all the blame
on my shoulders.
But perhaps it didn't all belong there.
I am so careful to not blame my dog for mistakes in the ring that
sometimes I make myself responsible for the dog just having an off
day! Will was running in a new venue. My friend from Seattle came
to watch and camp with us. He'd never met her before. He slept in a
tent, not with his favourite boy, on said favourite boy's bed, but in a
tent, with lots of noise going on outside and a cold draft coming in
the window. And then there were all those new people who just
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WILLIE’S WISDOM
A DOG’S VIEW

“The greatest weapon against
stress is our ability to choose one
thought over another.”
William James
“Here’s the cart you asked for mom! Now
can you throw the frisbee?”
William James

wanted to hug and snuggle him! Yes, I
made some mistakes, but Will did too. We
are after all a team, and as such need to
take team responsibility.
Lesson learned? I'm not always a big klutz,
I don't always screw up and not only do I
have the perfect dog, I have the perfect dog
for me and a great partnership with the
love of my life.
Forget the self flagellation, and concerns
that the perfect dog would be better off
with a more perfect human. Get on with it,
and try again and simply do better next
time!
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Wags and Brags
Sharing the Highlights and Accomplishments of our Dogs
Rico is taking free style dance, he is having a lot
of fun, except Doug is trying to convince him to
put all 4 paws on the stool….this will take a bit
of work!
MBIS/BISS Can GCH/Am Ch You Make my
Dreams Del Basaburua CGN RN “Rico” had a
great show in Port Alberni with 2 Group 2 and 1
Group 4 Placing. Pictured with Judge Avery
Gaudin.

Very proud Duffy with his latest win, Starters Agility Dog of
Canada! Congratulations Duffy, oh and to handler Darlene
Sugiyama!
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At the Lower Mainland Dog Fanciers Travel the World
Dog Show, MBIS BISS GCH/AM CH You Make My
Dreams Del Basaburua RN CGN “Rico” went BOB 3
times, Group 3 and at the Peace Arch Working &
Herding Specialty went Group 4.

Pictured is Deanna Smith’s Old English
Sheep Dog Ch Loehr's Island Bound
“Charley”

At the Alberni Valley Kennel Club my girl Wendy got her grand champion title and a group 4th.
She is now called GCH Crestrail N Vallance Whirlwind CGN
Please Note: If your pictures or stories did not show up in this newsletter, please resend and I will add them to next month’s
Christmas edition! Your newsletter editor is not responsible for editing articles et al so please forgive any typos, grammatical
blips or spelling errors from fellow members and your newsletter editor.
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TriRuffK9 Funds and NKC Donation Help CVGSAR
by Beth Hendry-Yim

Bright yellow, the
Search and Rescue
incident command
truck is hard to miss.
A blue and grey
awning keeps rain off
teams and offers a
slight break from the
cooling fall breeze.
Behind the truck, off in
the distance, rising
above the town, Mount
Washington is
impressive with its
fresh blanket of snow. The teams know the mountain
well, though the past year has been slow for Comox
Valley Ground Search and Rescue, there is no rest or
relaxing for this vigilant group. Winter is coming,
the skiers will be arriving soon.
November 2 is set for specialized training, and a
group of over 30 dedicated volunteers have gathered
. to build muscle memory and implant safety protocols
for dealing with emergency situations, saving lives
and staying safe themselves. Three canine teams are
there too, Rick and Dax, Scott and Potus, ll and Solo.
An abandoned building is transformed in to a
disaster zone, with obstacles, pieces of metal and
furniture strewn across the floor, a smoke machine
adds atmosphere and another dimension to the
practice search.
Practices follow a rigid protocol, victims are hand
picked and understand the importance of consistency
in training. The dog can't distinguish between a real
emergency and a training session, he looks at both as
an opportunity to play.
Paul Berry, coordinator and director of the CVSAR,
showed me through the building, explaining how
victims are chosen to be helped in a real emergency.
"People who can walk are helped out of the area,
people with the least injuries are helped first, those
seriously injured have to wait while we help those
more likely to survive."
It's a hard call to make, but one that ensures the most
successful outcomes.
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I'm designated a milling person. In an emergency, crews
need to triage fast, choosing who to help and who can
wait. People actively moving are not what the canine
teams look for, so I'm in as a distraction. The 'victim' is
hiding behind a large desk and fallen sheet of plywood.
Dax, is a large black shepherd, intimidating looking,
excited, and Rick's most enthusiastic tracker. At three
years old, Dax has a lot of working years ahead of him
and Rick works hard to guide and direct his energy.
"Keep moving around," Rick instructs me, and with
camera at the ready, I begin to mill. Scott, the victim,
secreted in his hiding place, holds Dax's toy, an orange

and blue ball with a thick rope attached, close to his
body. He's been a victim before and knows his job is
vital for Dax's training. Rick, whose gotten Dax from his
truck, now releases the dog to search.
At first, I don't see anything, the lighting is dim, there are
a lot of obstacles and I'm looking through the lens of the
camera. As Rick's voice filters in to the room, releasing
Dax, I hear the sound of nails frantically scrabbling over
pieces of debris. Suddenly, Dax explodes in to the room,
nose down, totally focused on the finding his victim. He
flicks his eye in my direction and then continues
searching for traces of scent. He passes Scott's hiding
place twice, tail straight out, body rigid with anticipation
and drive. Narrowing down his scent search parameters
he finally moves around the table, finding his victim. He
immediately starts barking and Scott drops the ball.
Rick arrives and praises Dax with a major tugging
session. Though Dax is a dedicated tracker, he isn't
passionate about his victims, he isn't the type of
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personality that wants to greet the victim with attention and tail wag and that isn't what Rick wants, Dax has a
job and he does it with gusto and dedication.
When Rick asks me if I want to be a victim, I hesitate. I have to be honest, I was a little nervous. I didn’t want
to do it wrong. But playing victim was an honour I didn't' want to pass up on.
Usually Rick takes about 20 minutes to instruct a victim on
the training protocol, how to hold the toy, when to release it,
how Dax would behave, etc.. We didn't have that kind of
time. So Rick sat me in a chair around a dark corner, left the
room and then released Dax. And I found out why playing a
victim properly was so important. I dropped the ball too soon
and Dax didn't alert to me by barking, he just grabbed the
hastily released ball.
For these dogs, training is all about consistency, repetition
and play, although watching Dax shake that ball looked more
like he was on a mission then just having fun. Whether they
are called out for an emergency once a year or once a week,
they have to keep the training fresh and show a reliable level
of ability.
Dogs like Dax, Podus and Solo have a special talent that makes them ideal for search and rescue. A drive for
play, exceptional focus, and a strong connection to their handler. They also must have handlers that are
equally as dedicated and focused. Each of the dogs has that. In spades!
Handing over the check for 1980.81 was anti climactic, but equally as satisfying. With our kennel club
matching the funds raised by the TriRuffK9 event, the Canine Unit of the Comox Valley Ground Search and
Rescue will be able to purchase equipment and participate in training exercises that will make the job for
these dogs safer for them and even better for those who, one day, may need their services.
Thank you to all who gave so generously and especially to our Nanaimo Kennel Club!

The Comox Valley Ground Search and Rescue Canine Unit with Paul Berry receiving a check for $1980.81 from John
Yim, (Husband of newsletter editor, I had to take the picture!)
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Harry
As I sit in Toronto Airport waiting for a flight to take
me to the 2012 American Newfoundland National
Specialty I start to think back on how I got here and
how there is always a dog tail to tell, and for some
reason Harry drifts in there.
Harry was the last of my dad’s Old English children.
The last of many that really started with Muffin.
After long dreaming of bringing an OES into the
family he found what he thought was an OES Border
Collie cross. As a social worker in BC in the early 60’s
his pay would not afford him much for his dream, and
he thought Muffin might at least partly enter him in to
the world he so desired. She was a beautiful, incredibly
smart child minder, and friend to all, but she did not
look anything like an OES. Marked like a Berner and
built like a Border Collie she truly was a wonderful dog,
but despite his love for her, she did not quench the
longing for the breed he felt a kinship to. He was an
“Old English Man”.
A few short years later after saving every penny he
could, and forever studying lines, he imported his first
purebred Old English from Sweden. Samantha, was the
cutest little ball of fluff I had ever seen. She was into all
or hearts in a minute, and would change the rest of all
our lives forever. Mom and dad immersed themselves
even further into the dog world, and dragged the rest of
us along with them. Soon Wrycroft (small crooked farm)
Kennels reg. had their first litter of Old English
puppies. They were not new to this as they had a bitch
Spaniel (Sandy) before Muffin, that had produced a
couple of litters, and mom had been raised on a farm in
Saskatchewan, so raising young animals was in her
blood.
They continued to be heavily involved in different
aspects of dogdom until the late seventies, and even into
the eighties, in some capacities. Once they had reduced
their involvement in the canine world, they still would
always have at least 1 OES around right into the 21st
century.
This is where Harry comes in. As I said before he was
the last of the dog children, and he was the only one to
outlast my dad.
The story that I set out to tell you here is of the
courage, strength, friendship, and camaraderie of the
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breed, and the stoic nature that is so much a part of
them.
My dad had passed away very quickly from kidney
failure in the fall of 2005. Harry was living alone
with him on Hornby Island at the time, and when
dad went into the hospital a dear friend of the
family’s, and of course Harry’s, took him over to his
house. He stayed with him, quite comfortably it
seemed, for the short period of time dad was alive in
the hospital.
I happened to be out of the country when dad
passed, and on my return I went up to Hornby to
check on the house, and Harry. When I got to the
house, Ian, the fellow that had been looking after
Harry was there with him. As I walked in the front
door I could see into the living room and a view of
my dad’s chair. There on the floor in front of the
chair lay Harry, unmoving as I entered the house. I
greeted Ian right away and at once could tell
something more than my dad’s death was amiss. Ian
proceeded to tell me that while Harry had stayed
with him (about a week), everything seemed quite
fine, but when he brought him back to the house for
the first time, which was that day, Harry had walked
around the house sniffing through every room until
he had settled in front on the chair. Since then he
had not moved.
I went to Harry and he looked up without the usual
wiggly bum, and then just put his head back down. I
sat and comforted him for a while, and then saw if I
could talk him into getting up. He would have
nothing of it, and when I tried to assist him he
showed not only lethargy, but discomfort and pain as
well. Over the next hour or so we tried a few more
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times, with a cup of tea in between. Dad always said “a good cup of tea will fix anything”. This time it did
not. We could not get Harry up.
Eventually Ian and I decided we would have to load him in Ian’s truck and take him across the two ferries to
the vet in Courtenay on Vancouver Island. When we arrived at the vet we had to carry him into the clinic. We
discussed the situation with the staff, and though I had never been there before, they were kind enough to
make room, and took Harry right in to the exam room. We had given them permission to do what they
needed to find out what was ailing him. It took some time, but after about ¾ of an hr the vet asked us into
one of the consult rooms. The first thing he said was it was very obvious that Harry’s commitment to my
father was unbelievable. He could not understand how Harry had continued to function, let alone without
any previous signs of pain. He said that Harry had two deteriorating vertebrae, likely from an earlier injury,
and two cracked ribs that had never healed properly, also from a previous injury. On top of this he had
serious cases of gallstones, and kidney stones. He thought that the later three were not the ones that were
really keeping him down, and that it was more than likely the severity of the spinal deterioration that was the
culprit. The outlook was not good, Harry was already nine, and though the vet could operate on the spine
there were no promises. After a little more discussion he left us to discuss what we would do. Ian and I to talk
about it for a while and in the end we both felt Harry was already telling us how he felt. It was so close to
loosing my father, and a very tough choice, but we knew the best thing for Harry was to let him go. We called
the vet in and told him what we had decided. He said he was very glad that was our choice, as he felt it was
the best thing for the dog.
I picked Harry up a few days later. That day I spread his ashes with my fathers, in the garden on Hornby that
they both loved so much. Though no one till now knows this, I also spread a little bit in the garden near the
entrance to the Co-op store were they both went at least once a day just to tell a story or get a pat. It was some
time later that we had my dad’s celebration of life, and he had been so much a fixture of the Co-op that they
closed the entire store, so all the staff could attend.
As I said when I started out, the story tells of the incredible commitment to their family that this bread
exhibits. Harry exemplified everything Old English.
Since I started writing this we lost our mother who passed away last summer at almost 92. I would like to
dedicate my thoughts of Harry to her, Lee Savory (August 5 1920 to May 19 2012), the sweetest women who
ever graced the earth, to my dad Bevan Savory (July 18 1918 to Nov 17 2005) the kindest gentlest man I ever
knew, and to my dear friend and grade two teacher, Judy Lawlor (Sept 16 1942 to Dec 2 2011). All of them
were lovers of the OES, and great supporters of the dog world in general.
Doug Savory
Blackbeary Fields Newfoundlands reg.

Resources and Websites You Might Find Interesting.
wwwcanadasguidetodogs.com- for information on working dogs, training, organizations and more.
www.canuckdogs.com for information on current canine events happening in Canada.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEbnJ-nPBSE Richard Curtis training video. Worth listening to just
to experience his energy!
Got a favourite website? Share it with us by sending it to nkc.newsletter@gmail.com
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UPCOMING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS
Agility
AAC
November 8, 3 days limited entry, 1528 Stelly’s X Rd. Saanichton, france@avidagility.cm
November 11, 1 day limited entry, Agriplex, Nanaimo, DAWG
November 16, 2 days limited entry. Springhill Farms, Courtenay. Trail Blazers Agility
November 28 1 day. Springhill Farm Courtenay. TAG

CKC OBEDIENCE TRIALS
Nov 16, 17 Nanaimo Kennel Club. 4 Trials

AIOC
Sun, Nov 3 - Sun, Nov 3 2013
AIOC Trial – Nanaimo Kennel Club
Nanaimo, BC
Sat, Nov 9 - Sat, Nov 9 2013
Pat Hastings Seminar

Duncan

Sat, Nov 16 - Sun, Nov 17 2013
CKC Trials – Nanaimo Kennel Club
Nanaimo, BC

Fun Events
Lions Club
Santa Claus Parade
Saturday, Nov. 30 5pm
Along Commercial Street to Front Street
Meet Santa before the parade at his Nanaimo workshop at VICC on Commercial Street.
Know of an upcoming event? Please forward to nkc.newsletter@gmail.com
Got some junior handling memories, pictures or stories? The next issue is dedicated to our
Juniors, let us know if your kids were involved or it you were involved in the canine world as a
junior. Let’s inspire a whole new generation of handlers!
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